The electric supply product you have purchased from First Point Power meets the minimum requirements of the Commonwealth's Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard.* By law, First Point Power is required to disclose to customers the following non-price information related to the product: (i) power sources; (ii) air emissions; and (iii) labor characteristics.

*Date label was generated

**2023* Electric Supply Environmental Attribute Information**

**Town of Lincoln Green Energy Choice Program**

The production of electricity to support your product results in the emission of air pollutants such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and sulfur dioxide. This graph compares the air emissions of (i) the regional system average, (ii) imports to New England, and (iii) a new natural gas power plant.

**AIR EMISSIONS**

*N The graph is based on 2020 & 2021 data, which is most recent data available

**LABOR CHARACTERISTICS**

23% of the product's electricity came from power sources with union contracts with their employees.

**NOTES**